


WELCOME TO ID SOLUTIONS

Retail Design is our passion.
We are an award winning team of  Industrial designers, Interior 
Designers, Architects and Graphic designers.

Our team  have worked with many Australian and International 
brands to deliver creative , award winning , cost effective Retail 
Design solutions .





Implemeting well researched Retail design is not 
an option anymore it is a necessity.
It is an investment that can deliver 
outstanding ROI .

Good Retail design is a key element in encouraging customers 
to make a purchase decision
To touch or not to touch.
To enter or not to enter.
To buy or not to buy. 

Consumers are buying an image, a perception that strengthens 
their desirability for brands. The challenge of Retail designer is to 
ensure consumers like to shop. They should feel comfortable, 
happy & excited about walking in, walking around, exploring, 
navigating touch points.

Gravitating to the higher value areas. . which makes Retail design 
as much of a science as an it is an art.



ID SOLUTIONS is one of Australia’s longest established Retail 
Design companies . This time in Industry has given us the 
privilege of working with some of Australia’s key brands.

Members of our team have consulted as Retail Design 
Managers on many shopping centres including the iconic  
Westfield Chermside , Garden City and Carindale . Our team 
have worked in many parts of the world and are continually 
attending major design events such as Euroshop , Global shop 
and London’s Retail Design Expo. 

Our clients benefit greatly from this well travelled and global 
experience . This experience identifies not only current trends 
in retail , it also identifies trends and technologies that are a 
number of years away . We have won over seven Retail Design 
Awards – these awards are given based on creativity and 
innovation in Retail Design









“We connect your brand with customers”

Retail design is a very specialised discipline due to the demands placed on retail space . 
Because the primary function of retail space is to stock and sell product to consumers , the 
spaces must be designed in a way that promotes and enjoyable and memorable shopping 
experience for the consumer.

This demands a collection of skills :
Creativity
Space planning
Materials Selection
Computer Aided Design and Drafting
Graphic design and
3d rendering .

ID Solutions is one of the few companies to offer this versatile depth of skills in it’s portfolio .







“DESIGN IS ABOUT LISTENING ”

The more we listen to our clients, the more depth & detail 
we can provide in our designs.

Our philosophy is to ask the right questions and facilitate 
cost effective, on-time, on budget, creative design 

solutions.









SERVICES - RETAIL GRAPHICS AND BRANDING

“ A Graphic Designer knows when they have achieved 
perfection , not when there is nothing left to add , but 

when there is nothing left to take away “
Antoine de Saint- Exupery

Our team have extensive experience in logo creation 
, packaging design, menu design  , uniform design , 

corporate identity creation , signage and retail graphics .  
The graphic designers work closely with our 3d designers 

to create a holistic design solution which connects the 
retail design to the retail branding . The branding  team’s 

network extends to photographers, signwriters  and  
social media consultants to provide a retail  presence that 
ensures your concept is working 24 hours a day / 7 days 

a week .











SERVICES - 3D RENDERING

“ Visualise this thing that you want , see it , feel it , believe in it . Make 
your mental blue print , and begin to build “  Robert Collier .

Using cutting edge software , we build your design in 3d for you 
. A number of our staff have completed post graduate studies in 
specialised 3d rendering  . Our 3d renders provide a photo realistic 
impression to allow our clientS to see their vision prior to investing in 
any construction works . We can simulate actual materials , lighting 
and environments so clients can feel confident on their design 
decisions .

This has a number of valuable benefits:

Designs can be tested in various colours and finishes and presented 
in a number of options .

Designs can be presented to potential land lords to allow them 
have some buy in to a lease agreement . Many of our renders have 
generated land lord contributions .

Renders can be used to establish construction costs prior to investing 
in many hours of drafting and negotiations .













SERVICES - RETAIL CONSTRUCTION

The most important results of Retail design are delivered long 
after we have designed and drafted a Retail space . The 
critical stage of construction brings the vision to life . 

ID Solutions is one of the longest established Retail design 
firms in Australia . This time in Industry has allowed us to 
develop very solid relationships with a  number of highly 
regarded  shopfitters  along with many  of critical trades . Our 
clients benefit greatly from these long standing relationships . 

The shoplifters we work with have had experience in the 
most challenging builds and are all extremely efficient in 
delivering cost effective , on time , high quality builds .  We 
work hard to align our clients with the most suitable building 
partner .  This allows us to confidently deliver and end to end 
process for concept to creation .









OUR CLIENTS



ID Solutions Retail Design PTY LTD 
ABN 16 118 325 447

Unit 2/11 Container Street 
Tingalpa Q 4173 

Email – Info@idsolutionsdesign.com.au
Tel +617 3054 7116 
Mob 0419702472.

WWW.IDSOLUTIONSDESIGN.COM.AU


